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Electric Grooming Tub 
Model: PT-1E

Features: 
1) It adopts 304 stainless steel, it makes the bath-tub not only has good sealing and solid, but also easily to clean and
maintenance.
2) The bath-tub adopts key-lock door. The height of the bath-tub is controlled by "foot controller".
3) There are two-section plants on the bottom. User can move the plate suitable for the small pets.
4) It's equipped with three-side barriers which can prevent water spills on the floor and keep the grooming room clean
and tidy.
5) Both sides barriers equipped with pre-cut holes for the water blower. The users can dry the pets directly after bath.
6) The bottom structure for the bath-tub is "X" shape, which is drived by electric pump. The lifting height is from 35cm
to 70cm.
7) The feet equipped with regulating screws which is for drainage after bath.

1-Motor Pet Dryer
Model: DY-901, DY-902
Features:
1) The breakthrough technology of the pet dryer brings natural heating and quiet, insulated operation to improve
productivity in grooming shops.
2) Powerful,high velocity dryer delivers a high volume of warm air to blast water from coats without damaging coats
with heat.
3) Two-stage filtration and solid state variable speed controls. Two speeds allow you to be carried and handle
anywhere you need it.
4) The unit has a 3 meters puncture-resistant, triple reinforced, flexible hose with four nozzles options, air concentra-
tor and air flare, to handle all-size pets and all coats.
5) Constructed of rugged,durable steel and built to last,with non-skid tabs on bottom.
6) Filter is washable and easy to replace.
7) Airflow control, air concentrator, air flare and groomer rake, etc.

The electric stainless steel bath-tub is designed according to 
the pet's specific bathing requirements. Either the tub size or 
the specific functions are all help to make the bathing job easy 
and time-saving .The bath-tub also has bellowing advantages

Specifications:
Stepless wind speed and temperature
Power: 2800W, 2.2HP
Air speed: 38m/s-48m/s
Temperature: 40℃-65℃
Power supply: 110-240V
Noise: 60DB
N.W.: 3.85kg
G.W.: 5.40kg
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